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All music lovers will agree that YG acoustics is the world leader in providing speakers in unique
designs. The aesthetic appearance of every speaker is a delight to show off and hearing the good
music is anyway the main thing. Though started only in 2002, it had established itself as a world
leader within a short time. Within its short period of existence, company has won many editorsâ€™
choice award from leading music magazines. Accolades have come from all the sides for it has
been a show winner in many music shows. Company had also won awards for its quality HI-Fi
components and accessories.

Proprietary Technologies

Products of YG are based on six proprietary technologies, their trade mark patented Billet core
technology is used in the making of the revolutionary drivers for their machines. Another patented
technology, Forge Core reduces noise distortion. Toro Air is patented EMI filter. Other technologies
applied are Dualcoherent and focused elimination that makes their speakers unique. Another salient
feature of their audio design is their fully CNC machined cabinet technology made from aircraft
grade aluminum.

Product Range

Their products are classified under three categories; Anatâ„¢ III speakers are top of line and the
company claims it to be the most accurate loud speaker in the world. State of art technology used in
these high end speakers makes them distortion free. This is the third generation flagship line of the
company. These speakers are handmade. Almost all its proprietary technologies have been made
use of if in this prestigious product. The second in line product is Kipodâ„¢ II, it has all the qualities of
the flagship product Anatâ„¢ III but its limitation is that it is designed exclusively for small rooms.
Carmelâ„¢ from the company is the most affordable of their speakers.

All the products of the company have the same phase behavior and that enables them to mix. The
superior technology used in the products makes them distortion free. The awards the company has
received is testimony for its quality and the phenomenal growth of the company is because of the
confidence people have in the performance and that had made the company leader in high end
audio systems.
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For more information on a audio design, check out the info available online; these will help you learn
to find the http://www.theaudioconcierge.com/ !
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